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Wright State's Pre-College Programs offer one week summer camps for
kids like these through Augu t 2.

Kids, kids every~here!
Karen E. Wolf
Gue t Writer
If you are on campus this summer you
may wonder if Wright State has drastically
lowered the entrance age for college stu
dents. Actually, the kids you see are here to
take part in summer camps offered by the
Office of Pre-College Programs.
Children, kindergarten through sixth
grade, can participate in day camps where
they have a chance to explore a wide variety
of subjects. These camps run in one week
sessions through August2. They staitat 8:45
a.m. and run until 3:30 p.m. There is ex
tended day care for working parents.
For the older kids, seventh through 12th

grade, there are residential camps. These
camps offer a chance to explore several
topics and the students stay on campus in
campus housing. They also participate in
one week sessions which run through July

26.
Students in grades 10 through 12 can
participate in the Governors Summer Insti
tute. This is a federally funded program and
is offered at state universities throughout
Ohio. These are one week sessions and run
through July 12.
Students in these programs are both
gifted and talented.

For all you WSU students , staff and
facul ty who may be vacationing in the
Southwest on July 11, a major eclipse of the
sun will occur. Before lookin g at it,
however, you must take a few precaution or
risk damage to your eye ight.
A solar eclipse occurs when the moon
pas e between the sun and the earth and
creates a partial darkening of the ky.
Unfortunately , people m1 takenly as. umc
that they can watch an eclip e, unaware that
invisible rays from the sun can painlessly
burn the retinas in their eyes. These burns,
k nown as solar retinopathy or reti nal
scarring, can result in permanent vision
losses and even blindness. Any vision loss is
irreversible.
Most of North, Central and South
America will experience some portion of the
eclipse. In New York, only two percent of
the sun will be covered by the moon. In San
Diego, about 75 percent of the sun will be
covered. The total eclipse will be visible in
Hawaii, Mexico, Central America and
Brazil.
see "Sun"on page 6

WSU to co-sponsor conferenee
idwest Space Conference set for October in Dayton
Wright State University is co ~
sportsodng, with Midwest Space
Development Corp. , the 7th Annual
Midwest Space Development Conference.
The conference will be held from Oct. 4
through Oct. 6, at the Daytonian Hilton in
downtown Dayton. The event is open to
anyone interested in space exploration and

development
The program will featlire a variety of
presentations, workshops·< and exhibits
including the Space Station, the Brilliant
Pebble space-based anti-missile system.
commercial enterprises. t~e National
Aerospace plane and new propulsion ideas.
Pre-registration is $40 per person.

Registration after Sept. ! ,is $50 per person.
Specihl ~m rates .and -meal packages are
available.
Fo.f more information, including
registration fonns. write to Midwest Space
Development Corporation, ·524 W. 6th St.,
Lakeside. Ohio·43440, or Dr. Jan Gabbert,
400A Millett Hall, Wright State University,
Dayton, Ohio 45435.
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WSU junior electrocuted in Petri introduces
amusement park accident student loan bill
Darrell Robertson died saving life ofpark visitor
David A. Bolton
Staff Writer
Wright State University junior
Darrell Robert on wa among
three people who died at King
I land amusement park June 9 in
two separate accidents.
Robertson, 20, of
Hamilton, Ohio, was
working as a park security
guard when he was
electrocuted
while
attempting to save two
visitors thrashing in an
electrified pond near the
Viking Fury ride. One of
those visitors died as well.
At approximately
8:30 p.m. that night,
Timothy Binning of
Mariemont,
Ohio,
unwittingly put his hand
into the electrified pond
and fell in. His best
friend, William E.
Haithcoat, of Oakley,
Ohio, apparently did not
realize the water was
electrified, and dove into
the pond to save Binning from
drowning. Both Binning and
Haithcoat had succumbed to the
current and appeared to be
drowning when Robertson
launched himself into the water.
The would-be saviors,
Haithcoat and Robertson, both
died from electrocution. Binning
survived with burns after being
rushed to the Bethesda North
Hospital in Cincinnati.
Faulty grounding of the water
pump used to power a fountain,
electrified the pond. Installation of
an $8 ground fault circuit
interrupter would have prevented

the accident, according to William
M. Murphy, area director of the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OHSA). The 20year-old pump wa in talled one
year before that safety device wa
required by law.
Robertson wa a computer

computer science ... and was very
helpful to others in need of his
experti e." Robertson lived in
Hamilton Hall during the school
year, and wa elected to a
Re idencc Community Advi or
(RCA) po t for the upcoming
chool year.
According to Hale,
Robertson held a black
belt in karate.
"He
was
very
concentrated on reaching
his
goals,
very
disciplined," Hale said.
Robertson had his
lighter side as well.
"Darrell was a big
practical joker," said
Hale, "you always knew
he had a hand in a good
one."
As a final comment
Hale said, "If I could say
one thing to Darrell, I
would thank him for
always listening, for being
a good friend."
According to Caroline
Boos, Kings Island's
of
marketing
science major with a business manager
emphasis. According to Chris communications, Robertson "was
Fickert, Computer Science and well respected and liked by his co
Computer Engineering instructor workers." Boos further stated that
and
department
advisor, Kings Island management was
Robertson was "academically an "very pleased with his work
performance." Robertson began
average student"
But that view doesn't fully working at Kings Island as a
reflect the person behind the security guard during the summer
transcript. According to Robert of 1990.
Hale, Student Government
Before his death Robertson
representative for the College of was considering changing his
Engineering and Computer major to education.
Science and Robertson's former
In an unrelated accident that
roommate, Robertson was an ideal same evening, a woman fell to her
friend and roommate. Hale further death from the Flight Commander
stated that Robertson "had talent in ride.

"Darrell was
a big practical
joker, you
always knew he
had a hand in a
good one."
- Robert Hale

New bill would make student loan
payments based on income after school
Rep. Tom Petri, R-Wis.,
introduced student loan legi lation
which he said would "radically
improve America' student loan
sy tern while saving the taxpayers
billions of dollars." Rep. Sam
Gejdenson, D-Conn., joined Petri
as principal co-sponsor of the
legislation.
The
Income-Dependent
Education Assistance Act (IDEA)
would make up to $70,000 of loans
available for most college and
graduate-level students and up to

$143,000 for medical students.
Under the income-dependent
approach, former student would
repay the loan ba ed on their
in ome after leaving chool.
"There would be no fixed
repayment schedule. Rather,
repayment would automatically be
stretched out as long as people I
need it to be," said Petri, a member
of the Education and Labor
Committee.
\
Those with high incomes after
see "Loan bill" on page 6

Should professors
retire at age 70?
NEA supports NRC report to eliminate
mandatory retirement of college professors
The
National
Education
Association (NEA) has announced its
support for a Nati on al Research
Council (NRC) committee report that
says higher education faculty should
not be forced to retire when they reach
age 70.
Congress requested NRC to study
the potential consequences of
eliminating mandatory retirement in
higher education institutions.
The committee recommends that
an extension to the 1986 Age
Discrimination in Employment Act
permittingthemandatoryretirementof
tenured faculty should be allowed to
expire at the end of 1993.
"NRC's report reinforces an NEA
resolution passed by its 1989

Representative; Assembly calling for
higher education faculty to be given
freedom in their options to continue
employment or to retire," said NEA
president Keith Geiger.
Christine Maitland, NEA higher
education coordinator, said, ..We are
very pleased the report detennined
that eliminating the mandatory
retirement age for older faculty would
not pose a threat to tenure."
The NRC study concluded that
most faculty will continue to retire
before age 70.
The
National
Education
Association is an education-employee
union serving more than two million
members, including 85,000 higher
education faculty and staff.

J

Light a firecracker, get the works in jail

'J
~

.

Ohio's Fire Marshal warns about the use offireworks within state limits
"Ohio's fireworks law should
make it clear to everyone that they
should think long and hard before
possessing or discharging illegal
fireworks in Ohio," said State Fire
Marshal James McN amee. The
Division of State Fire Marshal
acbninisters Ohio's fireworks law.
Some fireworks such as sparklers,
snakes, smoke-related items and toy
trick novelties are exempt from the
law. These items can be legally
purchased and used in Ohio.

"Even though these items may be
legal, Ohioans should be extremely
careful when igniting any fireworks
device," McNamee said."Any novelty
item has the potential to be defective or
explode unexpectedly."
Each year approximately 9,000
people are injured nationally in
fireworks-related accidents, with
nearly 50 percent of these injuries
involving children under 15. Warning
labels are placed on all fireworks
packages and on each individual item.

McNamee warned that all fireworks
should be used outdoors and under
adult supervision. McNamee said that
people should read the warning label
on each package and on each
individual item before using the
device.
Besides these exempt fireworks,
non-exempt Class C fireworks can be
legally sold in Ohio by a licensed
wholesaler or manufacturer. However,
no one can legally discharge these
fireworks in Ohio.

Some examples of non-exempted
Class C fireworks are firecrackers,
bottle rockets, Roman candles,
skyrockets, fountains and missiles.
When purchasing such fireworks, one
must sign an affidavit stating that they
will be taking fireworks to a designated
out-of-state address. Ohio residents
must take the fireworks out of Ohio
within 48 hours and out-of-state
residents must do so within 72 hours.
Ohio's fireworks law imposes stiff
penalties for the illegal possession or

discharge of fireworks in Ohio. It is a
first-degree misdemeanor for·
individuals to discharge fireworks in
Ohio, to falsify an application when
purchasing fireworks, or to Possess
them for more than 48 or 72 hours
without taking them to the designated
out-of-state address, McNamee said.
First-time offenders are subject to a
$1,000 fine and six months
imprisonment. If they violate the Jaw
again, they are subject a $2,500 fine
and five years imprisonment.
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Boot camp may be alternative to prison
New program may help rehabilitate first time offenders
Many young men are
unprisoned for first-time non
violent crimes. Often the e
jlisoner erve their confinement
with no program for rehabilitation
Id Lhey are placed with mu h
wre ex rienced and dangerou
a11vict . Perhap unthinking fir t
line non-violent offender h uld
have individualized entencing
dlatpromote rehabilitation and an
,predation of society's mores.
There may be an alternative in
Camp Reams, a boot camp-like
facility, located near Lancaster,
Ohio. Here, 18 to 25-year-old men
convicted of a third or fourth
degree nonviolent felony,
volunteer to spend 90 days
working, exercising, marching and
running, much like in a military
loot camp.

The camp is the product of
House Bill 258, a strong drug
fighting bill approved last year by
the General As embly. One year
after the camp accept it fir t
pri oner, which may be thi fall,
pri n officiaJ will report to the
legi lature, the succe or failure f
the pilot project.
Camp Ream i m deled after
Camp Sauble, a boot camp
incarceration facility operating in
Michigan. When the camp opens,
eight to 12 inmates will be
admitted weekly until the camp
reaches a maximum of 100.
The camp is tough. The
prisoners get up at 5 a.m., work
until 10 p.m., and are required to
say "Yes sir" and "No sir." In
Michigan 28.6 percent of the
prisoners quit, 8.2 percent were

dropped for medical reason and
6.6 percent were kicked out for
violating rules. But 56.7 percent,
or 395 of 697 did graduate from
Camp Sauble in 1990.
If the full tenn at Camp Reams
is served, the prisoner's previous
sentence is dropped and he will
then stay in a halfway house for up
to 60 days.
During this time, the former
inmates receive further education
focusing on the job seeking

process. The detention is followed
by a probationary period. In
addition, an Ohio boot camp
inmate will have a prison record
when he leaves. If he doesn't make
it through camp, he will be sent to
prison and his original sentence
will be carried out
Virtually every state is
considering or has implemented
this relatively new type of
rehabilitation. In addition to the
obvious benefits for the first-time

offender, this program will save
tax dollars. This is due to the short
period of time that the inmate must
spend at the facility versus time
spent in a prison. Each Ohio
prisoner's camp stay will cost an
estimated $5,000, while keeping
one inmate in a regular prison costs
$11,300. Another added benefit is
that prison space can be reserved
for more serious offenders.
This program will serve as a
punishment and a rehabilitative
measure. As a prisoner completes
his daily regimen, self-confidence
and responsibility will be instilled
and the respect for rules and
authority will be strongly
enforced. It gives young men a
positive altemati ve to prison and a
second chance to become a
responsible member of society.

tudents taste flavor of foreign culture
Bill Saunders
taff Writer
Myrtle Beach is out and
Brazil i in for Wright State
tuden ts participating in the
International Student Exchange
Program. Thirty-two tudents
will be spending a month in ne
ofthree countries that WSU has
ties with . This past Sunday, ten
students took off for Brazil,
where they will attend classes for
two weeks in one of two
universities, then spend two
weeks with a host family.
Leigh Ann Gerardi, one of
the students who left for Brazil

was anticipating the trip to the
point that her desk calendar had
the days left until departure
noted on it.
"I'm going to have fun," she
said. Explaining why she "a in
the exchange program, she said,
"People need to look past their
no e and experience what the
world has to offer ... I'd
encourage someone to take the
chance to experience another
culture."
Two other delegations of
exchange students left prior to
the Brazilian delegation. The
first on June 10 was to China,
with four students going to the

Beijing Normal University. The
second, which left on June 24,
sent 18 students to Japan. Jim
Flaherty, coordinator of the
exchange program, explained
the program in basic terms.
"Students spend one month in
their host country. They spend
two weeks taking classes in
languages, listening to lectures
on various topics, then take a
field trip relating to the lecture.
"After that, students spend two
weeks living with a host family,
and become a part of the chosen
culture.
students. "In the fall, we had
25 students in the Brazil

program, but the conflict in the
gulf seemed to frighten some
people away," he said. Flaherty
reports that there has never been
any danger or crime against
exchange student . "The type of
crime we have here is almo t
impossible to find in the
exchange countries," he stated.
"In China and Japan, crime just
doesn't exist. The only place that
anyone has to watch themselves
is in Rio de Janeiro."
"The cost per student barely
covers the cost of the air fare,"
noted Brent Young, director of
student employment and
advisor to the Japan delegation.

Operation lifesaver gets a new chief
Donald G. Slemmer, who
retired recently as captain in the
State Highway Patrol, has been
named coordinator of Ohio
Operation Lifesaver, the rail
highway grade crossing safety
program sponsored by railroads
and government agencies.
In
announcing
the
appointment,
William
L.
Barringer, chairman of Ohio
Operation Lifesaver, said, "We
selected Don because we are
convinced he can and will lead in
substantially reducing the state's
train-vehicle collisions and
casualties as well as rail trespasser
injuries and deaths."
In 1990 Ohio railroads
recorded 326 grade crossing

incidents which resulted in 58
deaths and 147 injuries. They also
reported to the Federal Railroad
Administration that 17 persons
were killed and 13 injured while
trespassing on tracks and trestles.
"Although Ohio's trespass
casualties in 1990 were about even
with 1989, its crossing incidents
last year declined 24.2 percent and
resulted in 12.1 percent fewer
deaths and 22.6 percent fewer
injuries," said Barringer, who is
Conrail's director of safety.
"These statistics will decline
even further," he maintained,
"through education, enforcing
grade crossing statutes, and
improving electronic warning
devices and passive signs at

crossings. We're especially best," Barringer said. "Thanks
counting on Don's leadership to largely to her, from Thanksgiving
help rid Ohio of drunken driving, through Christmas last year, many
speeding, driving around dropped locomotives in Ohio and other
gates, and trespassing on railroad states bore MADD's red ribbons."
property."
Shipley also had a key role in
Slemmer will cooperate closely establishing "Trooper on the
with educators, governmental and Train" as an active program of
law enforcement officials, safety issuing citations to motorists seen
activists, journalists, civic leaders, violating laws at grade crossings.
truckers, health care professionals "She and others carried this idea
and others to promote safety at one step further," Barringer noted.
grade crossings and on tracks and "Ohio became the first state where
trestles. He succeeds Christine E. law enforcement officers flew in
Shipley, who resigned after six airplanes to monitor grade
years to return to public school crossings, and we expect
teaching.
enforcement to continue from both
"Chris's energy and enthusiasm trains and planes."
In addition to Conrail, Ohio
made the grade crossing safety
program in Ohio one of the nation's Operation Lifesaver's board of

"The exchange universities pay
for most of the expenses." As
director of student employment,
Young finds jobs for students on
or off campus to help pay for
the average $2,000 fee. "It's a
fantastic opportunity for
anyone," Young continued.
"College credit is available
through the departments of
political science, sociology and
anthropology,
and
communication."
Students who are interested
in applying for the program
need to contact the International
Exchange Program at 122
Student Services.
directors includes representatives
from CSX, Grand Trunk Western,
Norfolk Southern, Public Utilities
Commission, Highway Patrol, and
the Transportation and Education
deparunents.
Slemmer, 54, a native of
Warren, joined the State Highway
Patrol in 1960 as a driver's license
examiner. He rose in rank to
trooper, academy instructor, and
then assistant district commander
for 10 counties in central Ohio. In
1984 he went to the general
headquarters as purchasing
supervisor and fleet manager and
then was promoted in 1989 to
captain and commander of the
procurement
and
facility
management section.
Slemmer' s office is at Norfolk
Southern' s yard at 1085 Joyce
Ave. in Columbus. His telephone
number is 614-258-2024.
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"I would gladly pay
you Tuesday for a
hamburger today"
Kevin Kearn y
Editor-In-Chief
Maybe you've seen the
pamphlets around campus for
"juniors, seniors and graduate
students" who know that "Now's
the time to apply for the best
bankcard offered today!" And
maybe you've heard the cry of the
salesperson sitting at the table just
outside of Allyn Hall lounge, "Get
your free gift!"
What you may not have seen
are the photocopied fliers on our
bulletin boards advertising "credit
repair."

And all of thi. advcrti ing i
within WSU po ting and vendor
policies.
Fortune magazine reported in
1989 that approximately 7 million
full-time U.S. undergraduates
accounted for $10.5 billion in
discretionary spending during the
school year.
With that many students and
that much money involved, surely
we can do a better job of
advertising the financial education
opportunities here at Wright State
in classes such as FIN 205 and UD
101.
I know, finance what?

Thed.

G uar 1an
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Fatal train crashes more
common than you think

Wright State's Student Newspaper

Merle Grace Kearns
The Guardian is an independent
newspaper printed weekly during fall,
winter and spring and bimonthly
during summer. The newspaper is
published by students of Wright State
University. Offices are located at 046
University Center, Wright State
University, Dayton, Ohio 45435.
Editorials without bylines reflect a
majority of the editorial board.
Editorials with bylines reflect the
opinion of the writer. Views expressed
in columns and cartoons are those of
the writers and artists.
C1991 Tiu Gwardw.

ADVERTISING POLICY

The Guardian reserves the right to
censor, reject or disapprove of any
advertising copy in accordance with
any present or future advertising
accepumce rules established by The
Guardian .
Appearance of advertising in The
Guardian should not be used to infer
the staff supports or condones the use
of any products or services mentioned
therein.
LETTER POLICY

KEVIN KEARNEY Editor-In-Chief

• Letters should have the writer's
signature, printed full name, daytime
teieP.hone nwnber and class standing if
applicable.

SHANNA LARCHER Business Manager
CHRISTY BOCKOVEN Advertising Manager

• Letters should be under 400 words in
length. The Guardian reserves the right
to condense letters.

EDITORS & MANAGERS

TOM LUCENTE News Editor
SHARON ROBERSON Spotlight Editor
GREG BllliNG Sports Editor
TONY CIARLARIELLO Qllef Photographer
CRAIG BARHORST Gnphics Manager
STEVE GRANT Production Manager

ASSISTANTS & STAFF
DA VE HWANG Asst. Photographer
DAVE BOLTON Staff
WILLIAM SAUNDERS . Staff
JOHN STEKLI Staff

ADVISERS
JEFF JOHN Faculty Adviser
KARYN CAMPBELL Media Coordinator

• The Guardian wishes to cover a
diverse range of topics, therefore letters
which duplicate otfier letters are
avoided.
• Letters that are libelous or offensive
will be rejected. Letters which request
money from readers will be rejected.
• When responding to another writer's
letter, refer to the aate and headline
only. Don't refer to the writer's name
of the earlier letter. Refer to him or her
only as "the writer."

• The Guardian reserves the right to
rejectletters dealing with theological
argumentsor letters which make
alfegations that cannot be proven.
• Letters should be addressed to:

The Guardian - Letters
046 University_ Center
Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio 45435.

According to the "Ohio
Traffic
Record,"
a
publication of the Ohio
Department of Highway
Safety, your car is a pop can
to a train. Ifyou'redriving on
the interstate at 60 mph and
you suddenly brake for an
empty pop can that rolls in
your path, you still crush the
can, even if you slowed
down to five miles per hour.
Now, imagine your car is the
pop can and the train is your
car. Because the weight
ratios are the same, your car
would be crushed by the train
even if the train slows down
to five miles per hour.
The number of accidents
relating to railroad crossings
is startling. In 1989, 59
peoI?le lost their lives in 373
vehicle- trai n crashes in
Ohio. Provisional figures
av ailable
through
September, 1990, show that
34 people died in 223
vehicle-train crashes last
year.
Those statistics are high,
considering the "Ohio
Traffic Record" also reports
that 50 percent of vehicle
train collisions occur at

cros ings with light
flashing, gates down and
everything
working
properly. People are often
times impatient when they
reach the railroad crossing
just seconds before the train
reaches the crossing.
The majority of the
remaining 50 percent of
vehicle-train accidents occur
because of poorly marked
railroad crossings. Those
railroad crossings that have
been the site of reoccurring
accidents need to be assessed
so that precautionary
measures can be taken to
prevent additional accidents.
Senate Bill 8, recently
signed
by
Governor
Voinovich, was made
effective immediately to
address the dangers of poorly
marked railroad crossings.
This legislation requires the
Public Utilities Commission
of Ohio (PUCO) to survey all
public railroad crossings to
determine the probability of
accidents. Factors that are to
be considered include:
volume of vehicular and
train traffic, train type and
speed, limitations of view
and other special factors and
conditions that may be

relevant.
As a result of the passage
of Senate Bill 8, the PUCO
must prepare a priority list
of railroad crossings, giving
highest priority to the
crossings at which the
commission finds the
highest probability of
accidents.
Additional
protective devices, i.e.
reflective warning signs,
flashing signals and
illuminated gates, will be
installed at any railroad
crossing
that
the
commission designates as
dangerous and hazardous
after consulting with the
railroad concerned and the
state agency
having
jurisdiction over the
crossing.
To maintain the safety
standards established by
Senate Bill
8, the
commission
will
continu ally surve y the
cros sin gs to keep the
prioritized list accurate and
updated.

Merle Grace Kearns is
state senator for the 10th
District of Ohio, including
Greene and Clark Counties.
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Writer "fell short" in criticizing Progressive
Action Group of being judgmental and offensive
Fliers a comment on lack ofgovernmental reflection
To the editor:
I am writing this letter in
response to the staff writer's letter
concerning the Progressive Action
Group (P AG). I feel that I am the
most able person to respond to his
charges because I am the person
who created the flier he mentioned
in his article.
I would also like to add a
disclaimer and say that this letter is
not representative of all PAG
members. I am my own person and
I do not assume my views are
similar to the other members.
Overall , I find that there are many
differen t points to comment on in
his artic le but I will limit myself to
only a few.
I found hie;; article to be
extrem ely confu ing and I ended
up having to make a sumption
about what he wa trying to say.
The me age I perceived him
stating was that he found the
Progressive Action Group
hypocritical because he found us to
be judgmental of others and
offensive. If no one objects, I
would like to direct this article to
the writer of "Progressive attitude
falls short"
First ofall, you write that "there
is no credible argument against
progressivism." I am sure thereare
many people who would disagree
with you. This is a judgement on
your part, not the Progressive
Action Group, which questions the
"credibility" of others to disagree

"If I apologized to you for offending you and
I made a concerted effort to be less offensive, I
will still be considered offensive by someone,
somewhere."
-Alexa C. Zalopany
with progressives.
Secondly, you say that our
signs are offensive, so offensive
that you rip them off the bulletin
boards. Our group has no control
over how you or others perceive us
and/or our fliers, whether it be
offen ive or not. I, myself, was
offended by the in tantaneous
Oag-waving and the displaying of
orange ribbons but I didn't rip
them off poles, doors and bulletin
boards.
If you are offended, I would ask
"why?" What makes it so
offensive to you for us to bring up
these issues that get little attention
in the mainstream media. If you
were offended by us reminding
people about the destruction and
atrocities committed during the
war, that is your problem not ours.
Of course it is your choice to either
listen or not, but you have no right
to stop us from speaking or getting
our message across.
Those were my broad and
general comments, now I would
like to address some specifics.
You chose to focus on one
particular flier, the one with the

message, "An unexamined life is
not worth living." You failed to
mention the comic strip which
featured Bush reading about the
war victory in Iraq and wanting to
give sanctions more time before
addre sing the war on poverty. The
basic premise of this poster was to
comment on the lack of
government concern/involvement
with issues that plaque our country
(poverty, homelessness, hunger,
lack of health/medical care, etc ... ).
You also failed to mention the
other fliers with messages like
"Question Authority," "We can't
let this happen again," "How long
will you be fooled?", "What is
done for another is done for
oneself' - yet another example of
your censorship.
In regards to the flier you chose
to focus on, I personally did not
come up with this quote nor did any
other PAG member, rather it was
SOCRATES himself. Of course he
was a dissident himself, bless his
heart. This idea has been a debated
philosophical argument for years
and years (I presume you missed
it). My point is that rather than

Don't throw in towel on team
To the editor:
I was concerned when I
recently discovered that the
wrestling program at Wright State
University had been dropped.
My understanding of the
situation was that the former coach
resigned and a replacement could
not be located. This does not seem
like a valid reason for dropping the
entire program. It is my belief that
WSU may have overlooked a
perfect candidate. ,I personally

know the head wrestling coach at
Beavercreek High School and he
would have fit the position rather
well. This factor has led me to
conclude thateither WSU has done
a poor job of seeking out a new
head coach or the proper funding is
not being provided for this
program.
What happens to the many
wrestlers who attended WSU
because of a scholarship? A
portion of these wrestlers are
relocating to different schools

which means WSU will be losing
valuable tuition money. What will
happen to the school morale and
spirit if this keeps occurring?
These and other questions need
to be answered so that concerned
students, like myself, will know
the real reason behind the
termination of the wrestling
program!

A concerned student,
Jennifer Corn

promoting PAG' superiority, our
flier was a comment about the lack
of governmental reflection or
concern for the state of our
country/world.
If it strikes a chord in you and in
others, then so be it.
There was an excellent letter in
The Guardian in reference to
liberals who are afraid to stand up
for their beliefs because they were
concerned with being harassed
from the right. If I apologized to
you for offending you and I made a
concerted effort to be less
offensive, I will still be considered
offensive
by
someone,
somewhere.
Seriously, look at what
happened during the war, while
protesting and urging peaceful
negollations, we offended many
people. We offended them o
much that they called us
"druggies," "traitors," "cowards,"
"faggots,"
"communists,"
"scuds." On the quad, one man
yelled, "No more peace" and
shook his fists at us. Others told us
to go live in Iraq, to go to "h-", to
go to the front lines and die and the
list goes on.
So it is unavoidable - the
material that P AG is working with
is not nice, clean and palpable; and
in our attempts to create an
awareness about the tragic and
disgraceful neglect of our nation's
leaders we are perceived
negatively and with much malice
and hostility at times. However,
this will not stop me and many
other members that are in PAG; we
didn't stop protesting during the

war and we won't top now. In my
opinion, if you are offended about
anything direct your attention
towards what is happening to our
children in this country (look at the
Children's Defense Fund data).
A final point, as the creator and
poster distributor of the
SOCRATES flier, I urge you to
look at your own self
righteousness and your self
appointment to censor our group's
posters. You charge us with being
judgmental, but it is you who takes
down our posters and it is you who
has stated that there is no
"credible" argument against
progressivism.
You have charged us with
being offensive but it is you who
has printed material about our
group and its goals without
speaking to any active P AG
members. I charge that it is you
who is hypocritical, in being
judgmental and offensive towards
our group.
While I have charged you with
the same shortcomings that you
had charged the P AG, we differ in
one qualitative way. You are
actively censoring us while we
have always allowed discourse,
diverse viewpoints and arguments
to be aired. The next time you are
offended by our posters, rather
than tearing them down, come to
our meetings on Tuesday at 2 p.m.
in 124 Millet and come talk with
us.
Alexa C. Zalopany
School of Professional
Psychology

HOW TO REACH US
The Guardian
046 University Center,
Wright State University, Dayton,
Ohio 45435
The Guardian is Wright State
University's
student-run
newspaper, publishe.d weekly
during the regular school year and
four times during the summer.
Please direct complaints,
comments and questions to Kevin

A. Kearney, Editor-In-Chief.
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Loan bill
continued from page 2

leaving school would be expected
to repay relatively quickly at
slightly higher effective interest
rates which would help to
subsidize those with low incomes
after school.
"Those who expect to make
high incomes would still be
auracted to the program by its still
reasonable term and by its
flexibility." Petri said.
IDEA loan payments would be
calculated and collected as part of
former students' income taxes.
"Under IDEA, every student
would be able to take out loans for
his or her education with complete
confidence that repayment would
be affordable, no matter what
income the student ends up earning
afterleavingschool/'Petrisaid. "If
you lose your job, get sick, or take
time off to nilse kids, your loan is
automatically rescheduled."
Petri noted that any loan
amounts left unpaid after 25 years
would be wiped off the books. The
degree of subsidy provided in this
waywoulddependonaborrower's
total income over the 25 years.
" Th e only way to avoid
significant loan repayments is to
have a very low income for much
I of your working life," Petri said.
"You would have to be very
unfortunate to qualify for
substantial amounts of loan
'
·
"
1orgiveness.

I
I

The IDEA program is designed
to be self-financing while being a
better deal for students than the
current student loan programs
whjch IDEA would supplement.
Petri identified four sources of
savings in the program that
correspond to four sources of
waste in current student loan
programs.
First: The IDEA program
would have "virtually no student
loan defaults," Petri said.
"Because
the
loans
are
automatically re cheduled based
on income. there would be no
reason to default. Further, IDEA
repayments are defined as income
taxes. Evading repayment would
be tax evasion. So there would be
no opportunjty to default"
Second: The cost of loan
capital under IDEA would be
lower because the IDEA program
would use direct government
capital rather than bank capital
which, under current programs,
comes with a politicallynegotiated high interest rate.
Third: Loan subsidies under
the IDEA program would be
targeted precisely to those who
need them, and to the extent of
their need. These subsidies would
be balanced by premium payments
from high income graduates.
Fourth: The IDEA program
would be much simpler to
administer. There would be no
family needs analysis at the
beginning, and repayment would
becollectedbytheIRSasapartof
·ncome taxes.
1

Sun
continued from page 1

At no time during the eclipse
will it be safe to observe the sun
with the naked eye. Indirect
viewing is recommended:
• Get two sheets of white
cardboard.
• Make a pinhole in the center
of one.

The way we
decade ago

• Stand with the sun at your
back.
• With one sheet of cardboard
in each hand, hold the sheet with
the pinhole so that the sun shines
through the hole onto the other
sheet.
•Adjust the sheets to focus the
light (You can change the size of
the image by changing the
distance between the sheets.)
• Now, if you look at the
bott
h t
t
om s ee , you can see an exac
image of the sun and its eclipse.
Sunglasses, exposed film or
photographic filters, smoked
glass, and welder' sgogglesarenot
suitable for direct viewing.
Similarly, binoculars and
telescopes are unacceptable for
eclipse viewing as they magnify
and intensify the sun ' s rays.
The safe t method to enjoy the
eclipse is to watch it at a
professionally sponsored eclipse

• The Wright Sta~ University
water tower got a new paint job in
June. It is something that is done
"about every five years,"

"authoritative, but powerless."

according to Ron Smith, then of
Facilities Operations.
• Parking decal prices were

• The Board of Truste
approved a $71.2 million budg
for the 1981-82 school year.
•Psychology Professor W
Wilson sought to introduce a c
on hypnosis. After a long dra

increased by 20 percent for the
following year.
• Richard Hensley, Wright

out battle, the clas s was n
approved by the administration.
• WSU tuition rose to $426

State student, died April 30th due
to an allergic reaction to a "magic
mushroom" coupled with the
ingestion of valiurn. Investigation
of that death continued for months.
• Senior Mark Klentzman was
named as Ombudsman for the
following year. Klen tzman
described his position as

quarter for fall 1981 .
• Seven university employees
including two police officers, we
laid off in July due to budg
constraints.
• A female s t udent w
abducted from a campus parkin
lot, taken to G Jen Helen park n
Yellow Springs , an d raped
August 6.

watch or indirectly with the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~o~~~d~ice~~ri~d.

Make no mistake

•••

Ith u en korrect dis riting,
then· you can probably help
at The Guardian as a copy editor.
Just fill out an application at
046 University Center across from
the bookstore.
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Bonnie 'N' Clyde
give WSU

a "bad rap"
Wright State students Robin
Dugger and Robynn
Shackleford featured on
Terminator X debut
Christopher Joseph
Staff

If you have not heard by now, Wright
State is the home of rap music's newest duo,
Bonnie 'N' Clyde, otherwise known as
Robin Dugger and Robynn Shackleford.
The ladies are featured rapping on the
debut album from Terminator X, disc jockey
for the group Public Enemy, with a single
called "Homey Don 't Play Dat!" The album
is called "Terminator X and the Valley of the
Jeep Beats." It features different acts on each
cut produced by Terminator X, including
rap, reggae, singing, and various beats and
sound-all with a hip hop appeal done by
Term inator X and the Bomb Squad
producing team.
The album is the first to come off of
Chuck D's (The leader of Public Enemy)
new label. The single is in radio play, on
charts, as well as in rotation on Yo! MTV
Raps with the album and single available in
stores.
The ladies have been doing selected
performance stops and plan to record an
entire album this summer.

Q: How did you first get hooked up with
Terminator X and Public Enemy?

Bonnie: It all started because we became
friends with Chuck D. He came here to do a
concert for Central State's Homecoming.
They were in downtown Dayton meeting
people at the bus station. Chuck had to take
the Greyhound bus, so while he was waiting
for the bus, we sat down and talked. He said
I was a unique individual with enthusiasm
for life. Next time they came to town they
sent two passes for me and Rob Shackleford
to get in. They were tickled to death by us
and thought that we were the greatest things
on Earth. When they started doing an album,
they wanted us to do it with them. And that's
how we got hooked up.
Q: When did you two start rapping?
Clyde: We started rapping last year
around March after we met Chuck and he
took an interest in us. We never really went
out and did shows or anything.We just
started rapping. I wrote lyrics and we
memorized them, then just took it from
there.
Q: So was it really all by chance this
happened?
Clyde: Right, but I was always into
dancing. A lot of people know that.
Q: When did you start dancing?
Clyde: When I w~om!
Q: What about t"'!f'a t real energetic

Robynn
Shackleford
and Robin
Dugger
debut on
"Terminator
X and the
Valley of the
Jeep Beats"
as Bonnie
'N' Clyde.
dancing?
Clyde: When I was born! When I started
walking ...
Bonnie: I didn't start dancing until about
the sixth grade, but I didn't start that crazy
dancing till I met Rob Shackleford and that
was about the ninth grade. It was just that
five, six, seven and eight thing till Rob came
in, and that's when the swing came in effect.
Q: What made you do this project?
Clyde: Who in the world would not want
to be a celebrity? Plus, this gives me a
chance to dance on T.V. and this gives me
more exposure.
Q: Is this what you want to do?
Clyde: Yeah.
Bonnie: Consciously putting an end to
the belief that all rap music entertainment
comes from New York or Los Angeles.
There's talent all over. The Midwest has just
got to put forth that extra effort because no
one is looking in the middle. Because we
come from Dayton, we plan to promote all
aspects of Dayton. When we went out to Los
Angeles and told people we were from
Dayton, they had never heard of the place
before. It's time for Dayton and the Midwest
to be brought up.
Q: How did you go about recording the
single?

Clyde: Well, Chuck called us at about
the beginning of December and told us he
wanted us to write a song. He said he wanted
it to be named "Homey Don'tPlay Dat." He
didn't care how long it was or what it was
about. He just wanted us to write a song and
it had to be done by December 31. Chuck
came her~ on January 15, and we went to
Refraze Studios to record.
Clyde: We went to the studios, and
Chuck had laid the track down in New York.
He brought the track with him, and we put
vocals down on the bare track and took it
back to New York to finish it.
Q: When did you make the video? How
was it?
Clyde: We went to L.A. to make the
video in April. It was fun.
Q: Did you do any of the behind the
scenes or technical work?
Clyde: No, we basically did the
choreography here. And when we went out
to L.A•. they tried to change our style of
dancing. They wanted us to do that Soul
Train L.A. type of dancing. We just played
along wit ~· it in rehearsal, but when we got to
the video 1 'lOting, '-''e Jid what we wanted
to do. That , what came out on the video.
see "Bonnie 'N' Clyde" on page 14
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Tattooist's art lies
more than skin deep
Joy 1ynn Mosier
Guest Writer
EDITOR'S NOTE : This article
was originally printed in the May
30 issue of The Guardian. Our
guest writer Joylynn Mosier was
incorrectly identified as Joylynn
Scott.
Glenn Scott, a Dayton tattoo
artist, has given tattoos to all kinds
- from motorcycle gang members
to a nun.
Scott runs a tattoo shop out of
his home at 3047 N. Main St He
has been in the business seriously
since 1982, but has dabbled in tat
tooing since he was in high school
in the early '70's. Scott grew up in
what he called a "wild" neighbor
hood here in Dayton, and he and
his friends started tattooing each
other for "something different."
When Scott was growing up, he
aspired to be an abstract artist, but
said he never considered tattoos art
until his close friend got his first
1 "real" tattoo done by a local
woman. "Her work was beautiful
- truly art. It looked like an air
brush painting," Scou said. Scott
was airbrushing T-shirts at the
time, but decided to try his hand

seriously as a tattoo artist. "I
watched this woman like a hawk
for weeks and learned from her.
Then I bought a kit and started
experimenting on my own," he
said.
Since Ohio doc not have any
state law or regulation that tattoo
shops must follow, Scott ct up his
business following guidelines set
by Florida, California and Texas.
He is very proud of his business
and the safety and cleanliness he
guarantees.
His business has steadily
grown since he started in 1982, and
he said it did not slow down when
the AlDS epidemic hit the United
States. "I would compare my busi
ness to surfing: I hit the wave at the
perfect time and I've been riding it
in ever since," Scott said.
In 1989 Scott placed second for
best all-around tattooed female at a
tattoo show, and in 1990 he took
first place for best woman's back
piece at a similar show. He said the
most difficult pieces to do are por
traits. When asked what the differ
cnce i between a tattooi t and a
tattoo artist, Scott replied, "Any
onecangiveatattoo,butittakesan
artist to bring the tattoo to life."
Surprisingly, about 55 percent
of Scott's customers are women.

He said that women usually come
to get tattoos in groups. Women,
Scott al o said, take the pain much
better than men do. He said that
about one out of 10 men pas out.
He make more money from men
though because they usually get
larger tattoos than the women, who
usually prefer small pieces.
There are many different types
of people that Scott tattoos. ''I'm
like an elevator, I start in the base
ment and go all the way to the top.
I've tattooed doctors, lawyers and
very prominent businessmen," he
said. Like a doctor, Scott keeps his
work confidential and will not
reveal the names of his clients.
Scott has made house calls
before and has traveled to Wright
State University to tattoo a handi
capped student. He also said that he
has done work on many WS U ath
letes. "I've done work on swim
mers, runners, wrestlers, soccer
players, lacrosse players and vol
leyball players; all from Wright
State. It seems to be the trend on
athletic teams," Scott said.
Scott has given tattoos on vari
ous places, including the face,
bottoms of the feet, inside of
mouths and the genital area. The
only tattoos he refuses are those
that include racial slurs or satanic

Dayton tattoo artist Glenn Scott adds to one man's
collection of personal art.
symbols. He also will not work on someone else do it."
The minimum cost for a tattoo
anyone wh0 is drunk or under the
is $25. Scott hac; done tattoos in one
age of 18.
Scott himself is covered in tat sitting that co t a much as $600.
toos from the neck down. He did He said he has done more exten·
some of the work himself but said, sive work, involving many visits
"It's like sex. You can do it your
self, but it's a lot better if you have
see "Skin" on page 14

Students get
their choice
Sharon Roberson
Spotlight Editor

j:
WSU's Genwakal Karate Club Is back for a second try. The club was orlgnally
founded 15 years ago by Bob Cleary, but broke up after Cleary graduated.

Pugh, along with three other
members, started fresh with a new
outlook for the club. The new mem·
The Genwakai Karate Club is bers, under the direction of Master H.
Tajima, wanted to get away from the
taking a second swing at WSU.
The club was originally founded untraditional tournament style of ka·
fifteen years ago by an American rate and get back to the traditional
named Bob Cleary, but fell apart after Japanese style of self defense. Ac·
Cleary graduated. Cleary had started cording to Pugh, the club is more
the group after studying Genwakai concerned with self defense in a life
while teaching English in Japan. But and death situation rather than who
it seemed without Cleary there was no wins the biggest trophy.
Master Tajima works closely with
leadership and the members sepa
the WSU club. Although the presi·
rated and went their own ways.
Marty Pugh, the current president dent teaches and leads, Tajima is
of the Genwakai Club, and Master H. always there to correct and assist.
Tajima are taking new precautions to This is part of the plan to ensure that
ensure that this never happens again. when the current officers graduate,
the club will be strong and structured
The club was reinstalled at the begin
ning of spring quarter. "The students enough to continue.
Master Tajima was sent from Ja·
at WSU needed more than one style of
karate to choose from," Pugh said.
see "Choice" on page 14
"We needed some variety."
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reshman familiarize themselves with WSU ...
...as orientation
activities begin
Marie Gennano
Staff
WSU' first session of orienta
tions for new students began June
13. For two days students were
llOvided with presentations and
tivities designed to familiarize
welcome students to WSU,
onn them on current issues and
· e them an opportunity to mingle
have fun.
The first day of orientation was
busy one. Presentations on gen
education and specific college
majors were given. Students also
met in groups to receive academic
advising. Student orientation lead
ers were each assigned to a group
of students during orientation.
They guided the students and an
swered their questions.
One of the leaders, Candy
Brown, commented , "Orientation
is great! That's why I'm back for
my econd year."
The students attended "A Cele
bration of Diversity" at the concert
hall in the Creative Arts Building.
The program was designed to en

courage students to explore di
ver e culture and their belief and
opinions.
Evening activities included
music, dancing and refreshments
at the Bicycle Shop, followed by
activities in the Woods. One activ
ity included a scavenger hunt
which led the students to a pizza
party.
Aaron Portugal, a student from
Columbus, Ohio, said, "The orien
tation exceeded my expectations.
The activities were really fun.
Staying overnight at the Woods
has encouraged me to look into
living on campus."
Presentations and activities
continued on day two of the orien
tation. One of the most important
presentations was the Current Is
sues Forum, which included sub
jects on substance abuse, acquain
tance rape and AIDS awareness.
The substance abuse presentation
was given by Deat LaCour, ac
quaintance rape by Police Sgt.
Connie A very, and AIDS aware
ness by Cynthia Johnson and
Christopher Lamb. These sensi-

Tresa Barlage Is one of several student leaders showing off WSU to new students.

tive, but harsh realities facing col
lege students were discussed in
candidly and seriously.
Shelley Benson, a student from
Beavercreek, commented on the
acquaintance rape presentation, "I
.was surprised at how blunt the
video and presentation were at
getting the message across." Po
lice Sgt Connie A very, from the
Dept. of Public Safety at WSU

The Dead brings
Indiana to life

art by Jane Shade

David Klass
Guest Writer
On a sweltering spring after
noon I began an adventure that
would stretch through two states
and encompass some 400 miles.
My destination was Noblesville,
Indiana - home of Deercreek
Music Center and the site of the
Grateful Dead's summer tour kick

off.
My friends and I knew that we
were on the right track as we
~sed the familiar V.W. micro
busses in the slow lane of traffic,
each identifiable as a "dead bus"
from the variety of "steal-your
face" stickers proudly displayed
on the rear window. After check

ing into our predominantly "dead
head" campsite, we pitched our
tent and headed for the show.
For anyone who has never been
blessed with the opportunity to
witness a Grateful Dead show, tbe
scene must be like a time warp to
the summer of 1968. There is a
sense of camaraderie in the air, as
thousands of modem day hippies
reminisce and trade their goods.
Clothed in my Birkenstocks,
bells and Guatemalan shorts, I
pierced through the security guard
infested periphery and virtually
swam through a mass of tie-dyes to
the nucleus of the dead scene- the
market. The "market," as I refer to
it, is a long lane in between parking
rows where "heads" (short for

deadheads) sell everything from
veggie burritos and grilled cheese
sandwiches to articles of clothing
and handmade jewelry.
The market resembles an an
cient Egyptian bazaar and it is in
this bazaar where the best buys are
to be found. I bought an "ice cold"

stated, "The problem has always
been there, it just hasn't been dis
cussed. The issue needs to be seri
ously and openly addressed."
Student leaders from various
organizations presented informa
tion on what they could offer stu
dents. These various organizations
included: Student Government,
Inter-Club Council, Panhellenic
Council, Interfratemity Council,

WWSU 106.9FMandTheGuard
ian. WSU currently has over 80
student organizations and expects
to have over 150 by next fall.
Katie Deedrick, Director of the
Student Orientation Program said, ...
"Overall, orientation went very
well." Student orientation sessions
plan to continue every Monday/
.
•
Tuesday and ThursdayIFnday un
til July 19, excluding July 4.

Concert song list
Deercreek
Thursday June 6, 1991

Deercreek
Friday June 7, 1991

Set I
"Jack Straw"
"They Love Each Other"
"Wang Dang Doodle"
"Row Jimmy"
"Black Throated Wind"
"Big Rail Road Blues"
"Tennessee Jed"
"Might as Well"
"China Cat Sunflower"

Set I
"Mississippi Halfstep
Uptown Toodleoo"
"Little Red Rooster"
"Stagger Lee"
"Me & My Uncle"
"Maggie's Farm"
"Loser"
"Music Never Stopped"
"Don't Ease Me In"

Set II
"I Know You Rider"
"Estimated Prophet"
"Uncle John's Band"
"Drumz"
"Space"
"The Wheel"
"All Along the Watchtower"
"Stella Blue"
"Love Light"

Set II
"Scarlet Begonias
"Fire on the Mountain
"Truckin'
"New Speedway Boogie"
"Drumz"
"Space"
"I Need a Miracle"
"Standing on the Moon"
Encore: The Weight

see "Dead" on page 14

Encore: Box of Rain
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Spike Lee's latest
movie brings
"mixed" emotions
Scott Copeland
Staff
Spike Lee is the be t director
working in film today, plain and
simple. He specializes in pushing
buttons, so you know that after
seeing one of his films you will be
engaged in long, drawn out
discussions. "Jungle Fever," Lee's
latest film is no exception.
"Jungle Fever" is a flawed
masterpiece. There are sections of
this film that hit harder than
anything else this year, and other
sections which just don't work.
There is so much that this movie
tries to do, that it eventually
doesn't end, it just runs out of time.
The press keeps comparing
"Jungle Fever" to Lee's "Do The
Right Thing." That movie was
well organized, every scene served
the plot. This is not the case with
Flipper (Wesley Snipes) and Angle (Annabella Sclorra) become romantically Involved,
"Jungle Fever." "Jungle Fever" is
much to the dismay of family and friends.
much closer in spirit to his "School
Daze," with its disorganized plot
Both films are very loosely
structured, with some scenes that
flat out don't work.
"Jungle Fever" is a movie
Eric Robinette
Cases in point: In 1989 "Batman" released to a generally good
centered on a relationship between
Staff
seemed to transfix every member critical reception, but that time the Flipper Purify (Wesley Snipes), an
Hollywood finally got a of the movie-going public save the hype backfired and the public African-American architect from
summer movie right - sort of.
critics. A good number of them declined to make the film the
Harlem, and Angie Tucci
In summers past, Tinseltown (myself included) found that success it should have been.
(Annabella Sciarra), his temporary
Now in 1991, comes "Robin
has had considerable trouble picture to be as overblown as its
secretary from Bensonhurst. But
making its big summer films live gargantuan ad campaign. The Hood, Prince of Thieves," a movie
rather than focus on the aspects of
up to their considerable hype. following year "Dick Tracy" was
see "Hood" on page 14
the interracial relationship, Lee

"Robin Hood" misses mark

use Lhe relation hip as a jumping
point to di uss overt and coven
racism, the nature of sexual
attraction, the drug cri is, the
nature of religion and, most
convincingly, the collapse of the
African-American family. The
characters involved i~clude
Flipper's wife, Drew (Lonette
McKee); Angie's boyfriend,
Paulie (John Turturro); Flipper's
parents, The Good Reverend
Doctor and Lucinda (Ossie Dav~
and Ruby Dee); Flipper's brother,
Gator (Samuel L. Jackson); and
Flipper's best friend, Cyrus (Spike
Lee).
There's so much going on that
it naturally leads to good
discussion, but Spike Lee quite
simply tries to do too much. When
he writes about things he doesn't
know well, the film doesn't work.
Lee quite obviously knows the
problems of African -A merican
males very well. But he still
struggles to write female
characters convincing I y, and he
clearly has trouble portraying
Bensonhurst accurately.
The best sections of the film
deal with the collapse of the
African-American
family.
Flipper's father lost his church
several years ago because ofsexual
transgressions, and he has buried
himself so much in the Bible that
see "Lee" on page 14
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180 MINUTES FOR $25
10 SESSIONS FOR $30
WE NOW HAVE
TONING MACHINES
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NFL and NBA stars
invade the Nutter
Center for the Byars
Bayless AFC-NFC
benefit basketball
tournaments.

Wright State basketball coach
Ralph Underhill and former
University of Dayton standout
Sedrlc Toney discuss the pre-game
strategy. Underhill coached the
NFC All-Stars, while Toney took
command of the AFC team.
I

Athletes make a differe nee in Dayton
Greg Billing
Sports Editor

Dayton natives Keith Byars and Martin
0 Bayless didn ' t want to be like the other
at professional athletes whose careers took
them away from Dayton. The duo wanted to
give something back to the community that
provided them an opportunity for success.
Thus was born the idea for the ByarsBayless Football Camp.
"Keith and I came up with the idea about
six or seven years ago," said Bayless, a
strong safety for the San Diego Chargers
anda productofBowling Green. "We came
up with the idea that one day if we happen
to make it into pro football, we would
somehow come back to Dayton and start a
camp where the kids could come free."
"This is something Martin and myself
Wanted to start a while ago," said Byars, a
&raduateofOhioState. "We wanted to have
afootball camp for kids, not just suburban
·-· kids or inner city kids but for all kids. Its
~(~ expensive to go to a lot of sports camps. Not
iitl every one can afford it. I enjoy doing this."
i:H
The instructional camp, now in its fifth
''M Year, was held on June 13-15 at Dayton's
·:;1 Welcome Stadium. To help pay for the free
}::j camp, a benefit basketball game was held at

l

t,':.'·,~'i. '· the Nutter Center on June lf2.

:':..

. San Diego Chargers' B. Thompson
who were ever successful ever came back
and tried to help," Bayless said. "Not to say
that what they are doing is wrong or bad. Its
just that no one took time out to come back
to the community."
Now the community is welcoming the
camp and its many volunteers with open

"People say Keith makes a lot of money
and Martin makes a lot of money," Bayless
said. "And and that's all people see. Nobody
knows what really motivates a Keith Byars
or Martin Bayless. That's what this camp is
all about We want people to understand we
are no better than anyone else.
"I don't make any money out of this,
Keith doesn ' t make any money. None of the
pro's get a dime. Everything is free. The kids
come free. We have a picnic for the kids and
the kids get to walk out with a T-shirt and say
they met people like Joe Kelly and Randall
Cunningham."
Those are just a few of the benefits the
kids receive for participating. A picnic is
held at the end the of the camp, t-shirts
displaying the camp's logo are distributed
signs an autograph for a young fan.
andascholarshipfundisonit'swaytobeing
set up.
Among those participating are Chris Carter
"We are giving back to the community of
of the Minnesota Vikings, Reggie White of Dayton because its been good to us," said
the Philadelphia Eagles, Pepper Johnson of Byars.
the New York Giants and Jeff Graham of
Besides learning about football
the Pittsburgh Steelers.
fundamentals, Byars and Bayless talk-to the
"We could easily bring 50 players in kids about peer pressure and drug abuse.
here," said Byars, running back with the
"I'm sure every kid won't walk away and

thl
arms. Arothun~ ~5-30 pro foodthtb~l flaybers Phi1Badelphi:Eaglthes.t
le don't alwa s know how to apply it" Baylefss said. "Bhutitout
"We both saw a lot o great a etes vo1unteer elf time to sprea err ioot a11
ay 1ess 1ee1s a peop
Y
of that two-thousand kids, i you reac ive,
!!le ?.~~o.~J?.ar!~n ?.~~ !1.~~~.?f.th~.~~~!~!~~ .. MP~}~rt8~. l9. ~~.~i~.s .'!tJmc}iI}g, ttir.F.'W1l' ~ •.• g~,t.Jo .~~.e.tJltW. i,µ Y~.~~q~ g( <:i.n. ~W..l~.t~•.,_. .- J~Q. r. e~en fi.f.teen .kids5 it:s.wonb.·it:· . ·· .....,..
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Green team ·sparks Wings to
lwins over Memphis and Calgary
Wings extend outrageously long winning streak to six
John Stekli
Staff
In the World Basketball
gue, every team consists of ten
layers, five starters and five nonstarters. For the Dayton Wings, it
was the non-starters who made the
difference last week.
The non-starters, known as the
green team, consist of Troy Lewis,
Claudio Coldebella, Anthony
Corbitt, Jaren Jackson, and Joe
Ward.
"They (the green team) are a
ilittle bit better shooting team than
the starters," said Wings coach Pat
Haley. "Our practices are very
competitive ."
Las t T hursday th e Wi ngs
hosted theMemphis Rockersatthe
utter Center in front of a crowd of
2,837. It was an important game
for Dayton as the Rockers trailed
the Wings by j ust two game in the

!
l

standings of the Southern
Division.
The Wings started off slowly as
the Rockers took a 26-19 lead in to
the second quarter. But then, the
Wings turned to the green team.
"It's tough to get up for every
game, that is the way we started out
tonight," said Haley. "We went to
the green team and they gave us a
little lead at halftime."
The Wings built on their 46-44
halftime lead and turned the game
into a blow out, winning by a score
of 120-95.
Jackson lead the W ings in
scoring with 22 poi nts, while
fellow green team member Lewis
poured in all 14 of his points in the
second hal f. Perry McDon a ld
grabbed eight rebounds for the
Wings and scored 17 points.

Denver and Miaini fast facts
Greg Billing
Sports Editor
DENVER
•Denver will play its home
games at Mile-High Stadium. The
stadium can seat 75,000 people,
and will be Denver's home for
their first two years in baseball.
Denver will share the park with the
Broncos of the National Football
League, until construction of a
43,000 seat stadium is completed
in 199 5. The new park will carry
the name of Coors Field. Both
stadiums are open air and contain
natural grass.
•Th e city ' s population is
500,000 and exceeds one million
with
the
metropolitan
surroundings.
•The team name has yet to be
decided, but possibilities include
the Colorado Rockies or Denver
Bears. The uniforms will be
purple.
•The main men in charge of
bringing baseball to Denver are
John Antonucci, Michael Monus
and Steve Ehrhart.

Antonucci operates Superior
Beverage, a wine and beer
distributor in Ohio. Monus
founded Phar-Mor Inc., a discount
drugstore chain based in
Youngstown. Ehrhart, an attorney,
has extended sports contacts
having been the first executive
director of the USFL and is now the
commissioner of the World
Basketball League.

After the game, the Win gs were
looking ahead to their next game
against the Calgary 88's, the team
with the best record in the WBL.
"It's a big game," said Haley.
"They're the only team in the
league with a better record than us
and they beat us twice, but I think
we are a confident team."
"We're playing at home and got
the crowd on our side," said
Lewis."It should be a good game."
His words proved prophetic as
the second largest home crowd in
Wings' history, 5,787, poured into
the Nutte r Center to see the
Satu rday ni ght con fro ntation
between the Wings and the 88's ,
who owned a 12-game winning
streak. However, what the fans got
to see in the first hal f was the Jaren
Jackson show.

Baseball family

and three slam dunks from J
Ward. Ward's last dunk with
second left sealed the Wings' 11
105 victory.
"Anytime you win it's big," sai
Haley. "They are tough to pla
You never have them beat.
didn't beat them until the end wi
the dunk. "
"We don't feel like a secon
team when we get out there," sai
Lewis.
The
Wi ngs
playe
Youngstown Pride Tuesday nigH
but the results were unavailablei
press time.
No te - The Win gs' Pe
Mc Dona ld was n amed WB
Player-of- the-Weck for the wee
of J une 10-16. He averaged
poin ts per game and 5.7 reboun
per game for the week.

~dds

twins

Denver and Miami are set to play in 1993
Greg Billing
Sports Editor
No Art

MIAMI
•Miami will play its home
games at Joe Robbie Stadium,
current home of the Dolphins of
the NFL. The park is expected to
seat an average of 46,000, but can
hold up to 67 ,654 if needed. Over
four million people live in the
surrounding area.
•The team name has yet to be
revealed and there are no front
running nicknames. As with the
name, Miami has yet to pick a team
color for its uniforms.
•H. Wayne Huizenga is the
chairman of the board for
Blockbuster Entertainment. He is
the main force behind the Miami
franchise.

Jackson scored 20 first half
points while hitting 4 of 5 threepoint shots. Behind Jackson's
offensive output, the Wings
grabbed a 59-44 half time lead. But
the 88's weren't out of the game.
"We said the first five minutes
of the second half is the ball game
and we let them back in," said
Haley.
With a stro ng team effort,
Calgary climbed back into the
game. The Wings lead was down to
three, 79-76, at the end of the third
quarter.
But Haley turned the rest of the
game over to the green team, with
Eddie Hughes in the place of
Coldebell a.
The green team managed to
ho ld off a stron g Calgary run
behind 14 fo urth-quarter points

Denver and Miami were
elected to field baseball teams for
e 1993 season, beating out the
thercitiesofBuffalo, Orlando, St.
etersburg, and Washington, D.
., but you probably already knew
hat.
But did you know:
1. To enter the National
ague, both Denver and Miami
·u pay a$95 million dollar fee, to
distributed between the teams
f both leagues.
Although the American
ague would prefer a bigger piece
f the pie, it will be awarded $3
illion for each of its 14 teams.
e National League teams, on the
ther hand, will make $12.33

Denver's Mile-High Stadiu
million with the addition.
2. The two expansion teams is predicted to allow the most hom
runs in the majors, since its altitu
will stock their rosters by selecting
is 5,280 feet above sea leve
players from a pool, and each
Studies show a ball can travel som
major league team will contribute
40 feet farther than a baseball hit '
three players to the draft.
sea level.
3. By selecting Denver and
But homerun derby may n~
Miami, two first' sin baseball were
materialize in Denver, consideri
made.
the Zephyrs , the minor-leag
Denver becomes the first host
team, combined with opponents
team to play in the mountain time
hitjust 124 home runs at Mile Hig
zone, while Miami is the first
last year.
professional team in that state.
For Miami, its fans can ex
Also helping both cities obtain
rain outs.
teams was the fact that neither
Lots of them compared to d
team is close to another major
major . league average. Last yea
league club - with some 600
the majors averaged 1.9 rainou
miles separating Denver and
per team. But Miami's min
Miami from other clubs.
league team was washed out
4. According to Baseball
nine games. That would amount
Weekly, Denver and Miami will
ten rainouts over 81 games playe
face some problems- and not just
at home.
in their playing.
1
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Top Billing ...

Baseball gets fresh blood
Greg Billing
Sports Ecti tor

What comes around goes
und ... Tho e poor American
e baseball teams. Don't you
tfeel sorry for them? After all,
yjust wanted to share some of
wealth in 1993 when Denver
Miami enter the National
e as expansion teams.
So they got what they wanted as
ball commissioner Fay
e mcent ruled to allocate $3
· 'on to each club.
Now they should be happy.
When it comes to splitting up
~million - the fee Denver and
i will pay to enter the league
no one is happy.
For the chunk ofmoney, the AL
at expected to contribute players to
re expansion draft.
ry Hey, wait a minute, no one said
L ything about that.
I don't think the cheap teams,
owners, should get a dime from
5 expansion. When Seattle and
Toronto were added to the junior
ircuit in 1977, the National
gue didn't benefit from the
nove. So why should the
American League prosper now?
Losses, troubles and bears, oh
y... Speaking of the expansion
s, the Denver plans to dress its
~yers in purple - yes, purple 
aniforms. The club has not yet
~ided on a name, but ideas range
&om the Colorado Rockies to the
Denver Bears.
Personally, I would like to see
m kmcalled the Denver Grimaces.
t think of it, with purple being
tl k primary color Grimace (of
:I McDonald' s Restaurant fame)

n

a

would fit right in. And since no one
is expecting the team to do well in
its first few years, the team could
have the perfect motto of "Grin and
Bear It."
Nixon a steal for Braves ... The
Atlanta Braves swiped outfielder
Otis Nixon from the Montreal
Expos before the start of the
season, and now Nixon is stealing
for the Braves.
Nixon set a National League
record by stealing six bases in one
game on June 16, at the expense of
the Expos. The all-time record for
thefts in one contest is seven, set by
Chicago's George Gore in 1881
and Philadelphia's William
Hamilton in 1894. Nixon has 32
steals for the Braves this season,
ranking him in the top three.
If the grand larceny isn't
enough, Nixon is carrying a hefty
.357 batting average through the
first 59 games.
Chili And Twinkies ... The
Minnesota Twins were on a roll to
say the least. Mighty Minnesota
won 15 games in a row and
currently resides atop the
American League West standings.
A big reason for the wins is
outfielder Chili Davis. Davis
received many phone calls from
Twins' manager Tom Kelly during
the off season. While playing with
the California Angels the year
before, Davis hit .265 with 12
home runs and 58 runs batted in.
Apparently not good enough
for the Angels, so they let him go.
And Chili warmed up to
Minnesota in a big way.
The Twins signed him as a free
agent just before spring training.
So what has Davis done thus
far?
He is batting .296, is second in

the league in home runs with 14
(trailing Oakland's Dave
Henderson by one), eighth in
doubles with 15, tied for ninth with
40 RBI (just nine RBis behind the
leader), fifth in total bases with 123
and third in slugging percentage
with .562.
The Angels in California
should be condemned for letting
him get away - especially to a AL
West rival.
A message from above? ...
Indianapolis Colts quarterback
Jack Trudeau faired better on the
fairways than on the football field,
knocking in his tee shot on a 360
yard, par-4 seventh hole during the
Neil Lomax Quarterback Shootout
in Portland.
Maybe Jack should put away
his pads and concentrate on his
putts. I bet some Colt fans would
go for the idea.
Nice guys finish last ... The
tragic story of former San
Francisco Giants pitcher Dave
Dravecky has taken another tum
for the worse. Dravecky was
diagnosed as having cancer in his
pitching arm, ending his career 
or so it was thought.
In courageous comeback
attempt, Dravecky snapped his
arm while pitching in just his
second game back from a major
operation. And now he has lost his
arm in an attempt to stop the spread
of cancer. He decided to have his
limb amputated.
But rather than feel sorry for
himself, which would be
understandable, Dravecky is
happy.
That's right, happy to just be
alive. All the Barry Bonds and
Rickey Hendersons of the world,
take a lesson from Dravecky.
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$20.00 FOR
FIRST VISIT
Bring School ID
Call Ahead 224-1973

Wright State

165

moo
E.Helena
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Cedarville

PwmaAllianc•
RT31iW

ETIJ

Sinclair
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FOR
WRIGHT STATE
NEWS, SPORTS,
AND ENTERTAINMENT
TURN TO...

HELP WANTED
1. Would you fik• to wort< for
younelf?
2. Would you Hke to HI your own
houra?
3 Al9 you aelf-motlvated?
4. A,. you a bit of an entrepreneur?
If you anawered YES to all of the above,
you are jutt the peraon we're looking tori
Aa an Anmlcn P1a111 C1mpus Aep
1111nl1Un, you wlll be reaponaible for
placing advertlalng on bulletin board•.
You wlll alaohave theopportunltyto wort<
on rMrllellng program• for tuch cllenta
ae American Eicpnaa, Ford, and Boston
University. Thers an no Ml" Involved
Many of our npa etay with us long after
graduation Formon lnlonnallon, call or
write us at the following addre11:
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''Skin''

1''Dead''

that has co t thou and of dollars.
Scott can do literally any de
sign that people bring in. He ha
done everything from cartoon
characters to ccnery picture .
In the a tual procedure, Scott
fir t clean the area. He then place
a xeroxed copy of the design on the
body, much like a carbon copy
th ink tay in pla . Next, he
outline th de ign, u ually in
black, th n fill in the c lor la t.
He only u e a needle once, then
throws it away.
Scott warns that a per on
should not get a tattoo unless he or
she is really sure that is what he or
she wants. "Removal of a tattoo is
very painful and time-consuming.
I've done it before, but I don't like
to do it." The method he uses is
repeatedly going over the area with
needles. A doctor can remove a
tattoo using laser , but it costs
about a S1000 per inch and there
will still be a scar.
Two other tattoo artists work
for Scott. There is also a man who
specializes in temporary tattoos,
which are painle and last ab ut
five days, and body piercing which
involves piercing in many unique
place u has the belly button and
genital area in mah; and femal s.
Aft r viewing a lot of hi work,
I am confident in aying that GJenn
Scott i an artist. And ince Scott
only grants interview if the inter
viewer gets a tattoo, I am al o
confident that yes, it does hurt.

''Choice''
continued from page 8

pan to be the United States repre
sentative for Genwakai Karate. He
first taught Genwakai in his home
in Huber Heights. Later he moved
to a small dojo in a shopping center
in Huber Heights and most re
cently he opened the U.S. Gen
wakai Headquarters. The head
quarters is located at 2028 Harsh
man Road in Huber Heights.
The WSU Genwakai Club has
recently recruited eight new mem
bers and welcomes all who are
interested. For the s wnmer the club
has moved off campus to the head
quarters for practice. Practice is
currently being held on Mondays
and Wednesdays from 7 to 9 p.m.
Beginning fall quarter the prac
tices will move back to campus in
room 081 in the Physical Educa
tion Building and will be held on
Mondays and Wednesdays from 1
to 3 p.m.

''Lee''

I

continued from page 8

continued from page 9

eck's and a "kind" veggie burrito
d proceeded to follow my ears to
e sweet sound of drums in the
ear vicinity.
I once again manipulated my
ay through the flamboyant crowd
o a nearby pond where drums and
ngo filled the air with tribal
ts. I hut my eye and danced
or nearly half an hour before I
ealized I had to meet up with my
ricnds.
Once within the boundaries of
he music center, a cool summer
reeze blanketed my senses, I
ould feel the magic about to hapn. Soon after 7 p.m. I was overhelmed by the soothing guitar
"ffs of Jerry and his band of
'Merry Pranksters."
Like most deadheads, I picked
p the musical scent of "Jack
traw" and patiently awaited for
ob to head for the microphone.
'Jack Straw" was followed by
'They Love Each Other" and by
µlls time, the first set was well
~nder way.
As the set continued, the music
picked up its pace, with such
Fatchy tunes as "Wang Dang
Doodle,' "Big Railroad Blues,"
"Tenne ee Jed."
The ct ended with a bang a
~erry ang his popular "Might a
Mrell." I wa delighted with the
ong Ii t, however I was di ap
inted with its execution. None of
e songs seemed to blend and
ere were no impressive jams that

and

continued from page 10

the Dead are famous for.
Following a forty-five minute
break, the band came back on stage
to a cheering crowd. It was obviou
the Dead were holding back on the
first set, so we all knew the second
set would be twice as exciting. It
was.
They opened the second et
with "China Cat Sunflower" and
egued as usual into "I Know You
Rider," followed by "Estimated
Prophet," "Uncle John's Band,"
"Drumz, Spase," "The Wheel,"
"All Along the Watchtower,"
"Stella Blue" and an awesome
"Lovelight."Theencore was "Box
of Rain" in which the bassist Phil
Lesh sang.
Friday night's show was much
different. From the first tune,
"Mississippi Halfstep Uptown
Toodleoo," the Dead were clearly
up to par. When Jerry Garcia picks
up his guitar, his music takes the
audience on a transcendentaljour
ney piloted by the soul in his nine
fingers.
From the stars overhead, to the
tars on the tage, everything was
perfect, as if the planets were I
aligned.
The music was omniscient.
Every ma terpiece blended
flaw le ly into the next a an earth
tainted audience danced to a tarlit
galaxy overhead.
Sometimes it takes a touch
from the Dead to know you're
alive.

he has eemingly lo this concept
of reality. Flipper's mother was
raised to stand by her man, even
when he is wrong. Gator,
Flipper's brother, ha s been
disowned by his father becau e of
his addiction to crack cocaine.
And Flipper i de perately trying
to h Id onto hi identity and
heritage while w rking in an allwhite workpla e. Thi section of
the movie works wonderfully,
and should have gotten more
screen time. The character of
Lucindaneededmorescreentime
to be better defined. A scene with
Lucinda explaining to Drew that
he should forgive Flipper even
though Flipper strayed from her
arms, would have been a good
idea.
What doesn't work is the
sequences in Bensonhurst. Mo t
white people who enter an
interracial relationship were
raised to accept other racial
groups. They certainly aren' t
whipped with a belt for dating
someone of another racial group,
like Angie i in this mo ie. Spike
Lee seem so determined to prove
howraci tBen nhur ti thathe
betray hi lack of knowledge of
the people of the neighborh d.
For example, one of the white
raci ts in this movie i hown
li ste ning to Public Enemy.
Wrong. While they might Ii ten
to rap music , white racists are

much more likely to Ii ten to the
tame lyric of Vanilla Ice or M. C.
Hammer than the militantly black
Public Enemy.
Whatdoc workverywellinlhe
movie i the treatment of the crack
c aine epid mic. The equence in
the film that takes place in New
Y rk City' bigge t era khou e is
the m l powerful
ne I've
witnc d ince the t r hing of a
village in "Platoon." As Flipper
tries to re cue Gator from the
addiction, you see lives going up in
smoke all around them . All the
while, Stevie Wonder's "Livin'
For The City" is playing in the
background , driving the point
home.
There is so much going on in
"Jungle Fever" that I could go on
talking about it for days. I haven't
even begun to talk about its
uniformly fantastic acting , the
interracial relation hip it elf, Spike
Lee's outlook on racial iss ues, or
the myriad other ubject brought
out by this movie. That ju. t goes to
how how good the mov ie i .
Hollywood seem lately only able
to spit out simpli tic , polished
movie
that entertain, but
ultimat ly are forgotten two weeks
later. "Jungle Fever" i a sloppy,
complex movie that I will
remember lon g after I have
forgotten most of thi year 's list. It
is both a disappointing movie and
one of the best films of the year.

of a lot of potential emotional
charge.
As if they were aware of this
flaw, the film-makers inserted
several devices meant to give the
movie
a
little
pizazz;
unfortunately, most of the pizazz
falls flat. For example, the sheriff
of Nottingham (Alan Rickman
from "Die Hard") turns to a witch
like character whom he uses as
both a prophet and mother-figure.
But rather than being mysterious
and exotic as she was intended to
be, this witch is needlessly gross
and revolting and thus ends up as a
wasted character. In addition,
director Kevin Reynolds tries to
raise the energy level with some
very active and dynamic camera
work, but while it is mildly
exciting, it only calls attention to
the fact that the movie itself has not
been very active or dynamic.
Then. just as movie looks like
its going · to be a total
.disappointment (and I'm going to
end up writing an entlfely negative
review) "Robin Hood" finds that

burst of energy it had been
searching for and provides a slam
bang conclusion that is absolutely
exhilarating and is easily the most
effective ending of any of the
heavily hyped films that I have
seen of the last few years. This
conclusion both makes up for the
lethargy that was so prevalent
earlier and reminds one of what is
good about the film overall.
The actors all do very capable
work. Kevin Costner does his
usual fine job in his usual role of
the earnest hero. Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio makes for an
appealing and determined Maid
Marian. Rickman, following in the
footsteps of Jack Nicholson and Al
Pacino, plays the villain with
considerable gusto; though like
both Nicholson and Pacino before
him, he sometimes overdoes it.
Morgan Freeman, true to form,
turns in the most engaging and
compelling performance as
Hood's partner, Azeem, and is the
one who really steals the show.
What really holds the film up

throughout its two and a half hour
run, though, is the story. The tale of
Robin Hood will always be a good
one no matter how it is told, and
screenwriters Pen Densham and
John Watson have serviced it well
despite their inclusion of the
cliches mentioned above. Their
rendering has many new,
intriguing twists to it which make
this version of"Robin Hood" quite
enjoyable.
As much as the conclusion
reminded me of the film's good
qualities, it also reminded me of
how good some of the aspects of
the film could have been. Because
all the best moments of the movie
happened at the end, I was left
wondering "Why couldn't it have
worked this well before?" All in
all, "Robin Hood-Prince of
Thieves" is an entertaining movie
that's worth your time, but you
should be prepared to wait a long
time before it really heats up.
Hollywood will have to try again to
get the summer movie completely
right.

1

"Hood"
"Hood" continued from page 10

that seems destined for
commercial success, judging by
the mostly applauding audience I
saw it with. But is this the summer
film that will at long last succeed
artistically as well as financially? I
say that it will, but it takes a
"looooong" time to deliver the
goods.
As you can probably guess by
the length of the word "long," this
movie's main problem is its
pacing. For a would-be summer
blockbuster, "Robin Hood" moves
at an excruciatingly slow speed.
This is due largely to the fact that
the picture is filled with cliches.
We have the grief stricken hero
who, with an intense glare and a
bleeding hand, swears revenge on
his father's death. We have the
supposedly dead hero who returns
complete with white light, thick
fog and a swelling soundtrack.
And, so help me, we even have the
false-alarm scare by a cat. These
overly standard devices. along
with the very lengthy stretches
between action scenes, rob tlre film
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Classifieds
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AUTO/CAR j

'RUE - Jeeps for $44 through the
ovemment ? Call for the facts!
1~5745 Ext. S-5974

EMPLOYMENT

.$500 WEEK LY Assemble
:II at home. Easy! No selling.
,paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
24 Hour Recording. 801 -379
:Xt. OH1 85DH

,HUT· 428 North Broad Street
m, now hiring drivers and waits ,
Id night sh ifts avaliable . Will
iours around class schedules .

A EROBIC INSTRUCTORS WANTED:
A variety classes including Aerobics ,
step aerobics , and swimme rci se. All
Holiday Health Spas need instructors
fo r both evening and morning classes.
We will train, certify you if neccessary.
Contact Michele at 294-1418 or 294
1481 leave your name and number.

o!

DANCERS Even if you have no
experience you can earn $100 .00 to
$300.00 per night or even more. It you
are attractive, over 18 and like to work
with people we have the perfect job tor
you call today . PAZZAZ - 438-0744 .
PART-TIME JOBS- flexible evening
hours cleaning commercial offices 
start $4.30. Need transportation and
good references. Locations in Dayton
and Miami County 223-5367 or 667
3690.

l 0 GENE RALI
Su mmertime and the living is easy ...
No matter what the season is life is
nevere easy for someone who can't
read. Volun teers to tutor w ith the
Student Literacy Corps. 10 5 Physical
Education Bu ilding .,873-3826.
FOR SALE 1981 FORD ESCORT
Gray 2 Door hatchback, 4-speed,
sporty . Call 294-3186.
l

HOME/RENT

I

BRICK HOME TO SHAR E- FOREST
RIDGE , Openings first of June,
MMPLE PARK ING, QUA D LEVEL, 2
1/2 BATHS , QUIET, 5 MILES TO
WSU . CALL JOAN 233-4672.

l ooking
or
riters •

Sell it in
The Guardian
Classifieds
• •
Parents Getting Divorce
or Dissolution

Th~.

G uaru1an

The marriage may be over for you, but it
will never be over for your children. Shared
Parenting is helpful for children's adjustment
to divorce. Dr. Esther Damaser can help you
work out a Shared Parenting Plan.
Dr. Damaser is a licensed Clinical
Psychologist who has been helping families and
children for many years. She is also a trained
and experienced Mediator. Dr. Damaser can
help you do what is best for your children.
For more information about Mediation, or
to speak to Dr. Damaser, call 767-1932, or
390-3800, or 229-8838 .

is accepting applications for
writers in all departments:
•News

•Spotlight

•Sports

Stop By The Guardian office at
046 University Center to fill out
an application.

.--------------------,
<riu,
I
I
I
I

1

GrWt 1slands '])el[

1

2642 Colonel Glenn Highway

1

(in th e University Shoppes)

115% off any sandwich and dessert
I
I
I
I

(Beverages not included)
With coupon only. Expires Sept. 30, 1991
429-2598 or 429-2599 Monday-Saturday 11-8

:

I
I
I
p .m I

------------------ --------- ------_...L--------------------..1
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The Guardia n

News

Thu rsda y, June 27, 199 1

CALENDAR
Thursd ay, June 27

The
Guardian
·needs your
help in filling
spaces like
these. If
interested in
iwriting for
your school
newspaper
please stop
by 046 Univ.
Center

"I Dream a World: Portraits f
Black Women who Changed
America"
Columbus Museum of Art, 2
p.m.
Tours through August 4
Sheila Finch, local artist
High Street Gallery, Dayton
Through June 30th

W ednesday, July 3
Royal Crescent Mob with
Too Much Joy
Bogart's, 7 p.m.
American Lung Association's
NonDependence Day
First day for a lifetime of
nonsmoking

Sunday, July 7 (cont.)
Bad Company and Damn
Yankees
Buckeye Lake Music Center
Park open 11 a.m., starts 1 p.m.

Wednesday, July 9
Nelson with Enuff Z' Nuff
Capital Music Center, 7:30 p.m.

Dan Fogelburg/fim Weisberg
Capital Music Center, 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, July 11

Thursday, J u ly 4

Whitney Houston
apital Mu ic C nt r, 7:30 p.m.

Frid ay, J u ne 28

"A Flag-Waving 4th"
Del o Park, Kett ring. 6-1 p.m.

Friday, July 12

Affair at the Square
Downtown at Third and Main

Friday, July 5

"Pump Boys and Dinettes"
LaComedia Dinner Theater
Through July 14

Sunday, June 30
The Comhuskers (concert)
Wegerzyn Horticultural Center
6 to 8 p.m.
Divinyls with
School of Fish
Bogart's, 7 p.rn.
2nd Annual Lithuanian Day
Picnic
Polish Country Club
12 noon until 9 p.m.

Tuesday, July 2
Twilight Concert, Italian Cloister
Dayton Art Institute, 8:30 p.m.

There's one sure way to see
your future go up in smoke.
Do drugs.
Last year alon~. America's

Mandy Patkin
"Dress Casual" show
Columbus Zoo Amphitheater
Poison/Slaughter/Bullet Boy
Capital Music Center, 6:30 p.m.

Broadway Gallery
Fairborn Playhouse
Also July 13, 14, 1 , 19 and 20

aturday, July 13
Huey Lewis and The News
Capital Music Center, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, July 6

Tom Jones
Nutter Center, 8 p.m.

Pro Skate Jamz Tour '91
Bogart's 7 p.m.

Sunday, July 14

Sunday, July 7

Julio Iglesias
Capital Music Center, 8 p.m.

"The MTV Dance Party Show"
Featuring: Bell Biv De Voe,
Tony! Toni! Tone!,
C& C Music Factory, Gerardo
and Tara Kemp
Capital Music Center, 6 p.m .

th.an $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 will be
administering drug tests. If you

b~~inesses Jost more

Wednesday, July 17
David Lee Roth, Cinderella
and Extreme
Capital Music Center, 6:30 p.m.

fail the test, you're out of a job.
The message is simple.
Doing drugs could blow your
whole education.

WE'RE PUTTIIG o•s OUT II BUSllESS.
Partnership for a Drug-Free America

